Passion matters but not equally everywhere: Predicting achievement from interest, enjoyment, and efficacy in 59 societies
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How to identify the students and employees most likely to achieve is a challenge in every field. American academic and lay theories alike highlight the importance of passion for strong achievement. Based on a Western independent model of motivation, passionate individuals—those who have a strong interest, demonstrate deep enjoyment, and express confidence in what they are doing—are considered future achievers. Those with less passion are thought to have less potential and are often passed over for admission or employment. As academic institutions and corporations in the increasingly multicultural world seek to acquire talent from across the globe, can they assume that passion is an equally strong predictor of achievement across cultural contexts? We address this question with three representative samples totaling 1.2 million students in 59 societies and provide empirical evidence of a systematic, cross-cultural variation in the importance of passion in predicting achievement. In individualistic societies where independent models of motivation are prevalent, relative to collectivistic societies where interdependent models of motivation are more common, passion predicts a larger gain (0.32 vs. 0.21 SD) and explains more variance in achievement (37\% vs. 16\%). In contrast, in collectivistic societies, parental support predicts achievement over and above passion. These findings suggest that in addition to passion, achievement may be fueled by striving to realize connectedness and meet family expectations. Findings highlight the risk of overweighting passion in admission and employment decisions and the need to understand and develop measures for the multiple sources and forms of motivation that support achievement.

In our increasingly diverse world, universities and companies in the United States face the challenge of identifying the students and employees most likely to achieve and perform well (1). Currently, as these institutions gauge the achievement potential of applicants in highly diverse applicant pools, many of their criteria highlight the importance of “passion,” a term that is typically not defined but indexed by measures of “interest” in and “enjoyment” of one’s educational and career goals and projects (2, 3). For example, each of the top 20 universities in the United States mentions one of these attributes at least twice on their admissions webpage and suggests that they are indicators of “students’ potential to succeed” (SI Appendix). Moreover, researchers have long emphasized how positive attitudinal characteristics predict higher achievement (4–6). Here we ask: Given the widely acknowledged importance of passion for achievement in the West, how well does it generalize across cultures?

To address this question, we focus on a key dimension of cultural difference: A society’s emphasis on individualism (7–9). Societies grounded in individualism, such as many in North America and Western Europe, are animated by a cultural model of agency that encourages a construal of one’s self as separate and independent and that identifies personal and internal attributes as the source of normatively good behavior (10–14). This cultural model is reflected in a dense web of mutually constituting values, ideas, institutional practices, interactional norms, and personal beliefs. According to this independent model of motivation, if I pursue a path consistent with my passion—that is, if I pursue something that I enjoy, that interests me, and for which I have a sense of self-efficacy—I will be motivated and do it well. The reverse is also true: If I do something very well, it is because I like it, I enjoy doing it, and I am efficacious at it (15). Consistent with this view, Falk, Dunn, and Norenzayan (16) found that expected enjoyment was a stronger predictor for decisions about which courses to take among people with more independent selves.

Research from multiple disciplines in Western societies across decades converges on the finding that students who self-report strong “interest,” “enjoyment,” and “confidence” toward learning—often labeled “passionate” students—tend to achieve higher levels than their peers who report fewer of those traits (12, 17–20). As a result, in many schools in North America, especially those in middle- or upper-class communities, teachers, parents, and school policies emphasize not only effort and hard work but also the importance of helping students find their passion: Developing interests, experiencing enjoyment, and gaining
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efficacy. These individual efforts and individualized programs are fueled by the belief that passion enables students to do better in school (21, 22). Yalcinkaya and Adams (23) recently labeled this the “self-expressive construction of academic choice” and theorized that it is more prevalent in individualistic societies.

Societies grounded in collectivism, including the majority of societies outside North America and Western Europe, are often animated by cultural models of agency that encourage the con- strual of one’s self as interdependent with close others and as a part of an encompassing social whole. What moves people to action includes one’s internal thoughts and feelings, but also the thoughts, feelings, and actions of close others. This model identifies being responsive to these close others, realizing their expectations, and fulfilling obligations as the source of good, moral, or normatively appropriate behavior. As is the case with an independent model of motivation, this interdependent model of motivation is reflected in and supported by national educational systems, policies, and curricula, teaching and parenting practices, achievement and education-relevant products such as films, television, advertisements, and other media, and by daily interactions among teachers, students, and their peers (9, 10, 23–26).

According to an interdependent model of motivation, doing well in school stems in some large parts from the close others with whom the student is connected, and includes striving to realize this connectedness, through doing what duty and obligation require, what one is expected to do, and what makes one’s family and friends proud (23, 27–31). For example, one study compared Asian American and European American children in three conditions: When they chose a word puzzle task for themselves, when their mothers chose it for them, and when the experimenter chose it for them. The Asian American students solved more puzzles in the mom-choice condition, while the European Americans performed best in the self-choice condition. Neither group performed well when the experimenter chose (32).

A confluence of achievement-relevant socialization practices reinforces an interdependent view of motivation in which the focus is less on what is personally interesting and exciting and more on what is required and expected in a given situation to meet high standards or excel. When their children succeed, parents in both East Asian heritage and background often direct them toward ways to further improve in a competitive system, rather than highlighting their children’s personal interests and accomplishments (33, 34). Students are encouraged to adjust to the situation and do well in whatever task or assignment is given them (35, 36). Whether the assignment is of interest or enjoyable is a secondary concern. This apparent pressure from parental expectations does not seem to strain adolescents’ relationships with their parents (25). In fact, a brain imaging study found that when asked to make judgments about themselves and about their mothers, North American respondents showed activation in two distinct brain regions, while Chinese respondents showed activation of the same area for both self and mother (33). Notably, trying to meet standards or expectations for achievement needs not be experienced as extrinsic, aversive, or have the feel of grudging compliance (37, 38). Some of the differences between independent and interdependent models of motivation for achievement outcomes are summarized in Table 1.

Given that an independent model of motivation is pervasive in individualistic but not in collectivistic societies, we hypothesized that passion, understood here as a form of internal, independent motivation, should be more tightly related to achievement in individualistic societies, but more loosely linked to achievement in collectivistic societies. In other words, cultural individualism is expected to moderate the strength of the relationship between passion and achievement. Additionally, in more collectivistic societies, interdependent forms of motivation, such as parents’ emotional support, are expected to predict achievement over and above passion. Previous studies provide some initial support for this hypothesis. A metaanalysis (39), based on samples of stu- dents with European backgrounds and from predominantly indi- vidualistic societies, found a correlation between one specific form of independent motivation (self-efficacy) and achievement at $r = 0.33$. In contrast, a study of students in more collectivist contexts—including Japan, Thailand, and Indonesia (40)—found a weaker link between self-efficacy and achievement ($r = -0.05$ to $r = 0.17$).

The present study further examines cultural variability in the link between passion and achievement and makes three unique contributions. First, it compares a wider range of culturally di- verse societies ($n = 59$). In the samples used here, Western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic (WEIRD) soci- eties account for only half of all observations (24). Second, it compares the moderating role of individualism with that of other cultural dimensions of societies, such as tight versus loose norms, uncertainty avoidance, and long-term orientation (41–43). Third, while previous studies used mainly convenience samples consist- ing of college students or online survey respondents, with varying metrics of performance, the present research uses na- tionally representative samples and a uniform high-stake stan- dardized achievement test administered in school settings.

Predicting Achievement from Passion

We draw data from the Program for International Student As- sessment (PISA), a triennial international survey that evaluates education systems worldwide (44). PISA findings have been widely influential for educational policy-making (45). We chose these datasets because they contained our variables of interest and provided diverse samples across a wide range of cultures. The three datasets used in this research have sample sizes of $n_1 = 434,948$ (mean = $492.37$, SD = $102.37$), $n_2 = 416,513$ and $n_3 = 402,776$, drawn as representative samples from 56, 52, and 54 societies based on the past three PISAs in the years of 2015, 2012, and 2009, respectively. Stu- dents were about 15 years of age at the time of the test (mean = 15.79, SD = 0.29), with 50.18% of the sample self-identifying as girls. All data and materials are publicly available on the PISA website (46). PISA provides a standardized measure of academic achievement in science (from PISA 2015), mathematics (from PISA 2012), and reading (from PISA 2009), respectively, were measured in 90-min, 120-min, and 120-min standardized closed-book examinations. PISA’s design process aimed to create “culturally unbiased measures,” and the psychometrics of the measures were culturally invariant (44). Globally, students’ science scores ranged from 25.10 to 888.36 (mean = 469.49, SD = 102.37), mathematics scores from 19.79 to 962.23 (mean = 469.41, SD = 103.33), and reading scores from 12 to 871.12 (mean = 460.53, SD = 104.19).

Measuring passion and testing passion-linked theories across cultural contexts pose multiple challenges for researchers. Chief among them is defining what passion means. In English, passion has multiple meanings and is often readily associated with romance. Although nowhere in the popular culture, the word “passion” is commonly used (e.g., “We believe people with passion will change the world for better” – Steve Jobs), researchers rarely used the exact word “passion” in passion scales (21, 22, 46, 47).

Besides, the word doesn’t translate well. The word “passion” originates from Latin and gains its contemporary meaning in late Latin and old French. It translates relatively well across Western societies, yet it lacks a direct counterpart in languages, such as Thai and Mandarin. In Thai, the word translates as “คุณภาพใจ,” which means fascination or charisma. In Man- darin, most-cited studies on Google Scholar translated “passion” as jiàng (激情), its closest linguistic match (46, 48, 49). The term
The individualism score for each society was measured by averaging the two most widely used indices of individualism–collectivism (42, 54), derived from large-scale international surveys administered over the past decades (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.90$). In this process, we first reverse-coded the collectivism index and standardized each index across its available societies, then averaged the available indices for each society and standardized the composite. The standardized individualism score was used for all subsequent analyses. If we use each individualism index separately, the same pattern would emerge (SI Appendix, Hierarchical Linear Models (HLM) Specification).

Results show that first, in the domain of science learning, passion was positively correlated with academic achievement in science. Students with stronger enjoyment, interest, and efficacy tended to have higher test scores. However, societies differed substantially on the strength of this passion–achievement correlation (Fig. 1). Individualism predicted significantly stronger correlation between passion and achievement in science: $r(56) = 0.59, P < 0.001$. Notably, individualism explained 37.97% of the variance in the strength of the passion–achievement correlation worldwide. The passion–achievement correlation was robust in individualistic societies, such as the United States ($r(5,390) = 0.28, P < 0.001$), Australia ($r(12,396) = 0.38, P < 0.001$), and the United Kingdom ($r(12,724) = 0.35, P < 0.001$). In contrast, the passion–achievement correlation was weaker in collectivistic societies, such as Indonesia ($r(6,264) = 0.08, P < 0.001$), Thailand ($r(8,269) = 0.15, P < 0.001$), and Colombia ($r(10,706) = 0.11, P < 0.001$).

These results were replicated when we examined mathematics achievement. Individualism predicted a stronger passion–achievement correlation, $r(52) = 0.57, P < 0.001$, and explained 32.52% of the variance in the strength of the passion–achievement correlation worldwide. Finally, these findings extended to reading achievement. Individualism predicted a stronger correlation between passion and achievement, $r(54) = 0.6, P < 0.001$ and explained 44.34% of the variance in that link across the globe.

Preliminary results from the simple Pearson correlation supported the hypothesis that passion was a stronger predictor of academic achievement in individualistic societies and a relatively weaker predictor of academic achievement in collectivistic societies. However, this method did not take into account the nested...
Fig. 1. Individualism predicted stronger correlation between passion and academic achievement (in science, math, and reading).
structure of the data (i.e., students in schools and schools in societies) and did not control for covariates, such as gender, socioeconomic status, student-level learning time (minutes per week in each learning domain), total learning time (minutes per week totaling all learning domains), immigration status, grade level, and grade repetition history.

To address these issues, consistent with previous studies using international student datasets (55, 56), we built hierarchical linear models (HLMs) in R. We used passion, individualism, and their interaction to predict academic achievement. We evaluated model fit by adopting the likelihood-ratio test and the Bayesian information criterion (57). Results suggested that models with student-level covariates robustly yielded the best fit across all passion indices and academic achievement measures. Therefore, we report these models in the main text and report simple models without covariates in SI Appendix.

Results from HLMs were consistent with results from simple correlation analyses (SI Appendix, Tables S1–S3). First, passion positively predicted achievement in science, $B = 18.92$, $SE = 3.61$, 95% CI = [11.82, 26.02], $t = 5.24$, $P < 0.001$. Second and more important, passion interacted with individualism, $B = 4.41$, $SE = 0.81$, 95% CI = [2.84, 6.01], $t = 5.48$, $P < 0.001$, suggesting that the degree to which passion predicted achievement depended on a society’s level of individualism. In individualistic societies (+1 SD), a unit increase in passion predicted a larger gain in achievement test scores, $B = 23.33$, $SE = 3.70$, 95% CI = [16.08, 30.58], $t = 6.31$, $P < 0.001$. In collectivistic societies, one unit increase in passion predicted a smaller gain, $B = 14.51$, $SE = 3.70$, 95% CI = [7.26, 21.76], $t = 3.92$, $P < 0.001$. Next, we examined passion and achievement in mathematics and found the same pattern. There was a significant interaction between passion and individualism in predicting achievement, $B = 3.79$, $SE = 0.86$, 95% CI = [2.11, 5.47], $t = 4.42$, $P < 0.001$. Finally, the passion × individualism interaction was replicated in predicting reading achievement, $B = 5.35$, $SE = 0.91$, 95% CI = [3.57, 7.14], $t = 5.88$, $P < 0.001$. To illustrate the predictive power of passion in different types of societies, we plotted the points gained from 1 SD increase in passion against individualism in Fig. 2.

As documented in multiple studies (43, 48), individualism was strongly related to economic development, indexed by gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, individualism was still significant in predicting: The relationship between passion and achievement, $B = 4.25$, $SE = 1.23$, 95% CI = [1.84, 6.66], $t = 3.47$, $P = 0.001$; the relationship between passion and math achievement, $B = 2.99$, $SE = 0.93$, 95% CI = [1.17, 4.81], $t = 3.22$, $P = 0.002$; and the relationship between passion and reading achievement, $B = 4.81$, $SE = 1.02$, 95% CI = [2.81, 6.81], $t = 4.72$, $P < 0.001$.

It is possible that cultural differences other than individualism–collectivism could be driving the cultural variation in the link between passion and academic achievement. We tested eight previously documented cultural indices that could moderate the passion–achievement link (41, 59, 60): Survival versus expression value, secular versus rational value, power distance, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, indulgence, long-term orientation, and tightness–looseness. We found no evidence that any of the eight cultural indices could robustly predict the correlation between passion and achievement. Moreover, even after controlling for these cultural indices, individualism remained the strongest predictor of the strength of the link between passion and achievement (SI Appendix, Tables S4–S6).

The third alternative explanation for this finding was that collectivistic societies might have more of a certain type of outliers. In particular, they might have more low-passion, high-achieving outliers that unduly bias the correlation. A closer examination of outliers ruled out this explanation (SI Appendix, Table S14). In SI Appendix, we report analyses addressing other alternative explanations, such as different ways of operationalization, standardization, and differential distribution of passion and achievement across cultures.

Arguably, the SDs for interest, enjoyment, and efficacy were larger in more individualistic societies, as assessed by the correlation between the SD and cultural individualism at the societal level, $r(56) = 0.50$, $P = 0.001$, $r(52) = 0.34$, $P = 0.016$, and $r(54) = 0.31$, $P = 0.016$, respectively. This is consistent with previous observations that survey respondents from Western, individualistic societies tend to use more extreme ends of the scale, while respondents from Eastern, collectivist societies tend to use the middle of the scale (61). This presented a potential confound, insofar as more varied measures (in individualistic societies) have a better opportunity to yield a correlation there. We addressed this potential confounder in our results in three ways. First, we computed the Pearson correlation between passion and achievement for each culture, and the computation of this correlation took into account the SD of each measure in its formula. Second, in regression analyses, we first standardized respondents’ passion index separately for each society, thus rendering its mean and variance equal across societies (SI Appendix). Third, in the societal-level analyses, we controlled for the SDs for each passion index and results were consistent (SI Appendix). The SD of math and reading achievement did not correlate with cultural individualism ($r = 0.24$, $P = 0.091$) and $r = 0.27$, $P = 0.053$), but the SD of science achievement did correlate with cultural individualism ($r = 0.52$, $P < 0.001$). We show that controlling for this achievement variance did not affect our results in SI Appendix.

Metaanalysis. In three distinct datasets, individualism predicted tighter links between passion and academic achievement in science, mathematics, and reading for 15-y-old adolescents around the globe. In a final metaanalysis, we investigated the consistency of our findings across six indices of passion (science enjoyment, science interest, science efficacy, math interest/enjoyment, math efficacy, and reading enjoyment) at three time points (2009, 2012, and 2015). We used the metafor package in R. We specified a random-effect model to offer an unconditional inference of the strength of the link between passion and achievement in societies that are 1 SD above and below the global mean in individualism (see SI Appendix for the rationale and details for this metaanalysis model).

We used the sample size of each dataset as the weight for each index’s effect. Our focus in the metaanalysis was the interaction term between individualism and passion in predicting academic achievement, not the main effect of individualism or the main effect of passion. This interaction term indicated the degree to which individualistic culture explained the strength of the passion–achievement relationship.

The metaanalysis revealed that individualism significantly moderated the link between passion and academic achievement, $B = 4.99$, $SE = 0.40$, 95% CI = [4.21, 5.77], $t = 12.54$, $P < 0.001$ (Fig. 3). For individualistic societies (+1 SD), passion predicted higher achievement: One unit increase in passion contributed to 22.67 more points in standardized achievement tests, $B = 22.67$, $SE = 0.55$, 95% CI = [21.60, 23.75], $t = 41.22$, $P < 0.001$. In contrast, in collectivistic societies (−1 SD), the effect of passion on achievement was moderate at best: One unit increase in passion corresponded to a 12.69 point gain in test scores, $B = 12.69$, $SE = 0.54$, 95% CI = [11.64, 13.74], $t = 23.50$, $P < 0.001$. The benefit of passion was 44% smaller in collectivistic cultures. Notably, enjoyment was more predictive for reading and science achievement, especially in the individualistic societies, and efficacy (rather than enjoyment and interest) was most predictive for math achievement. Future research might explore whether and why different components of passion predict achievement more strongly in different cultural contexts.
Fig. 2. Individualism predicted larger gain on achievement test scores (in science, reading, math) from increase in passion.
Predicting Achievement from Interdependent Motivation. So far, we have presented evidence that passion predicts academic achievement more strongly in individualistic societies than in collectivistic ones. We now move to identify what else, other than passion, could be an important predictor of academic achievement in collectivistic societies. Based on previous studies in the literature, we examined the role of interdependent motivation.

PISA did not ask students the type of questions we hypothesized would most clearly index interdependent motivation (e.g., “My parents care about my success” and “I want to make my parents proud”). The questions in PISA most relevant to interdependent motivation were four items answered by parents that indexed parental emotional support contained in the PISA 2015 parents’ dataset. This index included items such as, “I support my child when he/she is facing difficulties at school” (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.84$). Results from this measure should be interpreted as exploratory. Fewer societies participated in this parent survey than the student survey; thus, including this measure from the parent survey reduced our observations to 17 societies.

Results showed that individualism predicted significantly weaker correlation between parental support and achievement in science: $r(15) = -0.78, P < 0.001$ (Fig. 4). Results from HLMs were consistent with results from simple correlation analyses. There was a significant main effect of parental emotional support on students’ academic achievement worldwide, $B = 1.19, SE = 0.29, 95\% CI = [0.62, 1.76], t = 4.10, P < 0.001$. More important, even after controlling for passion, there was a significant interaction between individualism and parental emotional support in predicting achievement, $B = -1.05, SE = 0.32, 95\% CI = [-1.68, -0.42], t = -3.28, P = 0.001$. In collectivistic societies ($-1 SD$), parental support predicted stronger achievement, $B = 2.24, SE = 0.43, 95\% CI = [1.40, 3.08], t = 5.21, P < 0.001$, and it remained significant even after controlling for students’ passion, $B = 1.27, SE = 0.40, 95\% CI = [0.49, 2.05], t = 3.18, P = 0.001$. In contrast, in individualistic societies ($+1 SD$), parental emotional support did not predict achievement either by itself, $B = -0.31, SE = 0.40, 95\% CI = [-1.09, 0.48], t = -0.78, P = 0.435$, or above and beyond the effect of passion, $B = -0.40, SE = 0.43, 95\% CI = [-1.24, 0.44], t = -0.93, P = 0.522$.

Fig. 3. Points gain in achievement tests from increase in passion in individualistic ($+1 SD$) and collectivistic societies ($-1 SD$) across three datasets. The boxes are $\beta$-coefficients for passion in both types of societies with 95% CIs (in brackets).

Fig. 4. In collectivistic but not individualistic societies, parental emotional support (completed by parents and used here as a proxy for interdependent motivation) predicted stronger achievement in science.
Discussion

Across three datasets and a metaanalysis, we found that passion positively predicts academic achievement in science (2015), math (2012), and reading (2009). But its predictive power depends on culture. In individualistic societies, passion correlates more strongly with achievement ($r = 0.37$), predicts a larger gain in achievement (31.25 points), and explains more between-student variances in achievement (36.63%), after controlling for personal covariates, such as gender, socioeconomic status, student-level learning time (minutes per week in each learning domain), total learning time (minutes per week totaling all learning domains), immigration status, grade level, and grade repetition history. In collectivistic societies, however, passion correlates less strongly with achievement ($r = 0.26$), predicts a smaller gain in achievement (20.23 points), and explains less between-student variances in achievement (15.76%). These results extend to achievement in mathematics (data from 2012) and reading (data from 2009). Meanwhile, parental support matters more in predicting performance in collectivistic cultures than in individualistic ones. No cultural index other than individualism could robustly explain the passion–achievement relationship across the globe.

The present study strengthens the theory that motivation—what moves people to action—assumes different forms in different sociocultural contexts (10, 18, 62, 63). Individualistic contexts reflect and reinforce a view of independent motivation. In this model, action derives primarily from what’s inside the person: interests, preferences, and attributes. Yet collectivist contexts—the majority of the world’s contexts—reflect and reinforce a more interdependent model of motivation. In this model, motivation is primarily rooted more externally and takes the form of being receptive to specific others, realizing expectations and following culturally prescribed norms of why and how to achieve. Many conceptualizations in social psychology distinguish extrinsic motivation, more prevalent in individualistic contexts, from extrinsic motivation (64). The present study and many others elucidate two important insights related to this topic.

First, from the perspectives of Western researchers, interdependent motivation might be seen as more “extrinsic.” Yet from the perspectives of people in more collectivist cultural contexts, interdependent motivation need not feel like coercive pressure from the outside. First, doing what the important others with whom one is interdependent expect could thus feel like choosing to do it for oneself (9). Second, from the perspective of Western researchers, interdependent “extrinsic” motivation might be seen as secondary, inauthentic, or less efficient than intrinsic motivation. Yet in addition to the present study, many others also suggest that motivation from what is construed from a Western lens as the “outside” can be just as energizing and can predict achievement in some cultural contexts just as strongly as motivation from the “inside” does in individualistic contexts (3, 11, 28–32, 65).

Our findings challenge the view that passion is a universally powerful cornerstone of achievement. Cross-cultural comparisons of the sources and correlates of behavior in other domains beyond academic achievement—including health, consumer choice, and sustainable behavior—also suggest that internal attributes (including attitudes, preferences, intrinsic motivation, and beliefs) may not be the main engine of behavior, as they are often assumed to be in the West (66, 67). For example, positive affect predicts better health and negative affect predicts worse health in individualistic societies, whereas these links between affect and health are decidedly weaker in collectivistic societies (68, 69). Similarly, personal preferences drive product choice, spouse choice, and job choice more in the United States than in collectivist cultures (70). In still another example, personal attitudes drive proenvironmental behavior in individualistic societies more than in collectivistic ones, such as Japan, where social norms—others’ views of what is expected and right—are more strongly linked to behavior (71).

The role of social influence from close others in motivation increases as one’s perspective moves away from the WEIRD cultural context. In contrast, intrinsic, independent forms of motivation, such as passion, show decreasing interpretative power outside the WEIRD context (72). Two implications emerge from these findings. First, academic institutions and workplaces in the West—if overemphasizing the role of passion, as indexed by enjoyment, interest or efficacy—may risk missing and mismanaging talent. Passion as construed by Western theorists represents only one form among many other diverse forms of motivation. Perceiving and explaining students’ or employees’ behavior with a mismatched cultural model of motivation can be a major barrier to effective intercultural communication and collaboration (65, 73). In schools, it can lead to discriminatory curricula and programs that fail to motivate diverse classrooms of students (3).

Second, researchers need to design and validate measures of interdependent motivation in order to gauge the achievement potential for individuals in more collectivistic cultural contexts. It is telling that there were no such measures of interdependent motivation in the PISA dataset. Such interdependent motivation could be tapped by assessing perceived norms in a classroom, sense of belongingness at school, and feelings of responsibility to make one’s family proud and financially secure, or raise their societal status (26, 36, 74, 75). It is critical to underscore that these interdependent forms of motivation need not feel overbearing and corrosive to personal autonomy. Instead, they can be a source of empowerment, persistence, and resilience (10, 28, 29, 32).

Identifying interdependent sources of motivation could be critical in aiding the design of educational interventions. For example, in one large-scale field tstud, a self-regulation intervention improved online course completion rates for learners in individualistic societies, because the idea of self-regulation matched with their predominant model of motivation: the independent model. However, the self-regulation intervention was ineffective in collectivistic societies. In these cultural contexts, trying to leverage the power of passion—the interests, enjoyment, and efficacy—of the independent self without addressing its social reality in the relevant cultural context is not sufficient for improving achievement (76).

Four limitations constrain the interpretation of our results. First, despite using data from large-scale, nationally representative samples, the present investigation could not shed light on the many distal and proximal causal mechanisms linking individualism to the increased role of passion in achievement that are sketched in Table 1. The ideology of individualism is made into a practical belief system and crafted into what is called “passion” in the West through common socialization practices, everyday norms of achievement, and a wide network of informal and formal social institutions, such as the free market, on-request educational services, extracurricular opportunities, and school elective courses (77). These individualistic ideas, practices, and social institutions help convert students’ passion into achievement. For example, in the United States, a student who is interested in physics can take fewer biology and more physics classes, attend the school’s physics club, or even enroll in a summer camp for young physicists. But in China, it will be logistically challenging for that student to choose more physics courses because courses are more standardized and students tend to have few electives.

Second, our analyses combined different indices of independent motivation without examining the potential interactions between them. Previous studies suggest a synergistic effect
between interest and self-efficacy in predicting academic achievement (78), which we examine in detail in SI Appendix.

Third, in the present study, we define cultural context by students’ nation of origin. It is always imperative to highlight that there is substantially cultural variability within all societies. For example, within the United States, researchers have found that students from high socioeconomic status European American, and continuing-generation backgrounds tend to have a more independent model of motivation. Meanwhile, students from lower socioeconomic status, ethnic minority, and first-generation backgrounds tend to be more interdependent (3). Future research that taps into such within-society cultural variability has the potential to reveal new insights about what motivates people to action.

Fourth, although we ruled out confounds, we did not experimentally manipulate some factors of individualism and attempt to assess their impact on the passion–performance relationship, an important objective for future research.

Finally, these findings do not imply that for students with more interdependent selves—those who come from more collectivist, lower socioeconomic status, ethnic minority, and first-generation backgrounds—passion is not “important” or passion “doesn’t matter.” In contrast, these data suggest that passion still significantly predicts achievement in these contexts. Future research might productively investigate how to better leverage independent and interdependent motivation in unleashing students’ potential in diverse cultural contexts, as well as how to identify barriers and constraints in collectivist cultural contexts that may prevent students’ transforming their passion into stronger achievement.

By investigating cultural variability in the link between passion and achievement, the data reveal the role of individualism in strengthening this link across three academic domains: science, mathematics, and reading. Passion is positively correlated with achievement.

This new evidence challenges the implicit belief communicated by higher institutions in WEIRD cultures that passion underlies students’ future success, regardless of the diversity of student background (3). To establish a fair and meritocratic educational system, it is important to acknowledge that motivation can take many forms, including those taken in the interdependent cultures that account for over 75% of the world’s population (24).

Materials and Methods

Following statistical guidelines developed by PISA, we applied trimmed nonresponse student-adjusted weights in all analyses to correct for nonresponse and ensure the representativeness of the samples. Consistent with PISA’s data manual, the final test score reported in our analyses was derived from all available plausible values using a multiple-imputation method (44).

For the PISA 2015 science dataset, we analyzed enjoyment (four items assessing positive affect toward learning science; e.g., “I generally have fun when I am learning science topics,” Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.93 \)), interest (five items assessing interest in scientific topics; e.g., “I am interested in the biosphere,” Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.88 \)), and efficacy (eight items evaluating students’ confidence in performing science-related tasks; e.g., “How easy do you think it would be for you to perform the following tasks on your own: Recognize the science question that underlies a newspaper report on a health issue,” Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.88 \)). For the PISA 2012 mathematics dataset, we analyzed enjoyment/interest (four items assessing mathematics interest/enjoyment; e.g., “I enjoy reading about mathematics” and “I am interested in the things I learn in mathematics,” Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.81 \)), and efficacy (eight items assessed students’ confidence in performing math-related tasks on their own; e.g., “How easy do you think it would be for you to perform the following tasks on your own: Calculating how much cheaper a TV would be after a 20% discount,” Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.86 \)). For the PISA 2009 reading dataset, we analyzed enjoyment (11 items were used to assess students’ reading enjoyment; e.g., “I feel happy if I receive a book as a present” and “Reading is one of my favorite hobbies,” Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.86 \)).

Data Availability. The data are available in PISA (https://www.oecd.org/pisa/data/2015database/). All analyses are included in the main text and SI Appendix.
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